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What is  
Flex:trial?
Flex:trial is a demonstration device that you can  
easily program to different technology levels, over  
and over again. It helps to reduce the barriers associated 
with purchasing and wearing hearing instruments by 
providing patients with a no-risk trial of the amplification 
that you recommend at their very first appointment.

Flexible – The ability to fit various levels of technology in the same 
hearing instrument as many times as you want, for trial or as a loaner, 
gives you many options with very little inventory investment 

Risk-free – Delight patients with risk-free trials, building 
trust while reducing fear and uncertainty

Satisfying – Provide amplification on the first day while you order the 
patient’s hearing instruments or seamlessly bridge them through repairs

Unique – Create new opportunities for continuous care. It’s a perfect 
solution for improving patient confidence in making a decision,  
all without the need to apply sales pressure
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Flex builds strong 
relationships
A patient’s journey to amplification begins with a  
period of unaddressed hearing loss, which can go  
on for many years. During this time, the patient notices 
challenges with their hearing but is not ready to seek 
help. The patient moves into the relationship phase  
once something triggers them to take action such as  
a family member’s encouragement. Even after they 
decide to take action, a significant number of  
patients don’t end up purchasing. 

This is why Flex:trial™ is so beneficial.

The relationship phase is where you have the most power to help 
patients. Flex:trial is a unique business solution from Unitron that 
supports you in reducing barriers and building trust during this phase. 



Create a positive 
repair experience 
and provide 
continuous care
Flex:trial lets you offer a positive repair service, 
providing valuable continuous care to your existing 
patients. By copying their exact settings onto a pair  
of Flex:trial hearing instruments while you send  
theirs off for repair, they don’t have to live without  
the amplification they have become so accustomed  
to in their daily lives. Offering this unexpected  
premium repair service in a difficult situation gives 
you another opportunity to delight your patients.

Make a great  
first impression 
and start  
building trust
Flex:trial enables you to give patients what they 
need, when they want it. Providing better hearing  
at the first appointment makes a strong first 
impression, while the ability to immediately 
improve quality of life builds trust from day one. 

Manage expectations – What patients trial is what 
they actually get – no sales pressure required

Reduce fear and uncertainty – Manage your patient’s  
emotional experience by making the first appointment 
about the solution, not the problem

Speed up acceptance – Engaging patients sooner 
increases a sense of ownership faster, reducing the  
chances of returning the instrument for credit

Provide better service – Spend more time  
counseling, less time selling

Consider offering patients  
a premium repair service by 
letting them try a higher level  
of technology during their repair.

Over 70% of hearing healthcare 
professionals that leverage 
Flex:trial use their devices in 
their repair process.*

* Source: March 2014 Unitron study conducted by Anovum  
surveying 97 global Flex customers in Canada, Australia and Germany.

Patients are more willing to 
purchase a hearing instrument 
at the level they need if they 
can experience it first.

You choose the trial period. 
When the time is up, the hearing 
instruments beep continuously 
and are not wearable.



Using Flex:trial  
in your clinic
You don’t have to convince your patients to 
purchase something they haven’t tried. Instead, 
offer them Flex:trial hearing instruments at the 
technology level you are recommending.

Making a great first impression
After a simple fit in Unitron TrueFit™ fitting 
software, your patient wears the Flex:trial  
hearing instruments home where they 
can participate fully in conversations that 
include various types of background noise 
and experience everyday sounds that 
don’t naturally occur in your clinic, like the 
voices of loved ones or birds chirping.

Checking in with your patient
Following up with your patient after a few days 
helps build your relationship. Use this time to 
see whether they are finding an improvement 
in their quality of life. If so, order their new 
hearing instruments. If not, you can have them 
back in to change the technology level with 
a few software clicks and start a new trial.

Turning happy patients  
into advocates 
Your patient feels empowered because  
they were engaged in the process of 
experiencing better hearing. 

Giving them what they liked  
without any waiting 
When the new hearing instruments come  
in, you can transfer the trial settings from  
the Flex:trial devices to the new purchased 
ones, shortening the acclimatization period. 

Loved around  
the world
“We use Flex:trial with first-time users almost exclusively. 
It’s a great tool for making someone feel comfortable and 
reassured that they’re making the right decision. It’s a 
wonderful, comfortable way to acquire hearing aids.” 
Bill Diles,  
Kenwood Hearing Centers, United States

“The sales pressure has decreased because 
we don’t have any more purchased devices 
in stock that have to be sold.” 
Eberhard Schmidt,  
Das Hörhaus, Germany

“I offer everyone a free trial. I advertise free trials with 
no obligation in the newspaper and have a sign in front 
of my clinic too. People walk in after seeing that.”
Krista Hearn,  
Quality Care Hearing, Canada

“Another big advantage is that you can help out someone 
who has a failure with their own hearing aids. Previously 
you had to offer the customer a temporary hearing aid 
that did not meet his requirements. Now you can offer 
customers exactly what they need during the repair. That 
really is an essential difference compared to the past.” 
Steven Rietberg, 
Rietberg Hoorzorg, Netherlands

Flex:tracker is a solution that 
makes incorporating Flex:trial 
into your practice even easier. 
Using Unitron TrueFit software 
you can easily manage your  
Flex:trial inventory.



What is Log It All?
Log It All is a new feature available on our North platform products  
that supports evidence-based counseling. It captures a comprehensive  
view of a patient’s experience across seven listening environments, 
regardless of the technology level in their hearing instruments.  
Log It All allows you to do something you never could before: support 
your technology recommendations based on data showing a patient’s 
real-life listening environments. It also takes the pressure of having 
to document their listening environments off your patients.

How Log It All works
Log It All creates a pie chart within the Unitron TrueFit software to identify 
how a patient’s technology level fits with their listening environments. 

When to use Log It All
When the patient comes in after their first Flex:trial experience you  
can use Log It All to enhance the technology level selection process based 
on what’s important to your patient. The intuitive Log It All screen in Unitron 
TrueFit makes it easy to highlight listening needs that may go unmet if a 
patient chooses a lower technology level than you are recommending. 

Log It All enhances Flex:trial
When combined with Flex:trial, Log It All represents a powerful  
counseling feature to support your technology level recommendation. 

After the initial trial period, Log It All provides real data to determine  
if a patient would benefit from evaluating an alternate technology level.

 Log It All makes it easier to explain the differences in technology  
levels to a patient in relation to their own listening lifestyle.

Log It All is an 
industry first
Traditional data logging only reveals a narrow view  
of a patient’s reality because it is limited to capturing 
their listening experience based on the technology  
level in their hearing instruments.

Log It All represents a paradigm shift in data  
logging. It captures real-life patient data to enable 
evidence-based conversations about their lifestyle  
and technology level choices.

Real life, real data
The Log It All screenshot below shows that the patient spent time in 
each of the conversation environments. A significant amount of their 
time was spent in the environment classified as “Conversation in a 
small group,” which isn’t available at the patient’s current technology 
level. Offering the patient a trial at the higher technology level 
would give them the opportunity to experience firsthand how the 
new environment plus additional adaptive features provide benefit 
in their day-to-day life. Log It All and Flex:trial together provide a 
unique counseling opportunity to support you in your clinic.



Source: March 2014 Unitron study conducted by Anovum surveying 97 global Flex customers in Canada, Australia and Germany.

Flex strengthens 
your practice
There is nothing like Flex:trial on the market.  
It’s the risk-free hearing instrument trial  
solution that gives you the tools you need  
to build trust, increase patient confidence 
and foster long-term loyalty.

84% 83% 82%
of Flex customers  
believe it improves the  
patient experience

of Flex customers report  
an increase in the number  
of patients purchasing  
hearing instruments

of Flex customers report 
that Flex:trial helps fit 
higher technology levels



At Unitron, we care deeply about people with hearing loss. We work closely with hearing 
healthcare professionals to provide hearing solutions that improve lives in meaningful ways. 
Because hearing matters.

unitron.com 14-061  028-6163-02 


